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it is the story of a fiercely fought election campaign, where money power and corruption are the accepted norms, and where treachery and manipulation
are routinely used weapons. as the personal drama of these conflict-ridden characters unfolds against this gritty backdrop, love and friendship become

mere baits, and relationships get sacrificed at the altar of political alignments. the darkness that rises from their souls threatens to envelope all that they
hold precious. until eventually, in the crescendo of increasing violence, the line between good and evil blurs, making it impossible to distinguish heroes
from villains. raajneeti is the story of indian democracy. and its ugly underside. it is about politics. and beyond. the filmmakers have maintained a cool

aesthetic in the film. the way they have approached raajneeti is thoughtful and thought-provoking. a part of this film is set in the white house. it captures
the state of indian democracy in the 90s, which is a murky, confusing place. it is where politics is not just dirty, but also where the bigger men are dealt
with great disdain. the film has a very interesting take on the politics of india. these days, politicians of all hues are out to publicly take potshots at each

other, and raajneeti has a lot of fun in building up a picture of the corrupt, dirty world of indian politics. its a rather dry film, but that can be a plus
sometimes. it is a film that keeps you guessing. its not a very slick film, but it is definitely a strong film. it is a film that will leave you wondering what the

hell is going on. this is definitely a political thriller worth seeing.
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you cant make a
film with such a

high level of
acting without

having the right
actors to perform.
jha and his team
have chosen the
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right ones. they
are exceptional. as

such, this is the
best hindi movie

in the last 10
years, and

probably in the
last 20 years. the
directors story is
told in a brilliant

way, and his
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writing is better
than any other
film i have ever

seen. its an
emotional roller

coaster, and it has
the right amount

of action
sequences. it has
the morality and
politics that you
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would expect from
a bollywood film.
bajapi is the kind
of actor who is

born to be a hero.
he brings out the
best in a role, and
simply shines. he
is a superb actor,

and his
performance has
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the power to break
hearts. he is

undoubtedly the
best actor in the
film. and the film
also has the kind
of energy which
comes from its
commitment to
the character

rather than the
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plot. yet, there is
nothing new in the

story or the
characters. the
screenplay is

almost bereft of
new ideas, and the
dialogues are not
much better. for a

film which has
been made with
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such high
ambitions,
raajneeti

disappoints. i was
expecting a lot
more than the

mediocre, simple
story, the
standard

dialogues and the
predictable and
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dull climax.
anupam kher as

the leftist is
predictably good.
his character is
the only one in
raajneeti which
comes out of its

shell and is
refreshingly

honest. he has a
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fine rapport with
his co-actors, and
brings out the best

in them. vidya
balan is good at a
simple role, but

her acting is
superior. she is

truly a commercial
actress, and

knows what she is
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doing, and how to
do it. it is a good
role for her, and

her acting is
nothing short of
brilliant. rajat

kapoor is hard to
forget, and his

character is
emotionally

layered. he is
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outstanding.
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